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ABSTRACT (Maximum 200 wors)
This paper develops a closed form solution of a longitudinal beam with a viscous boundary condition subjected to point loading. A new inner product is formulated that allows the time and space modes of the beam to decouple. This expansion yields explicit eigenvalues and eigenvectors. A frequency domain example is presented, and the results are compared with finite element solutions of the same problem. It is shown that the closed form solution is computationally more efficient than a finite element solution. Additionally, truncation error at lower frequencies is shown to be extremely small. The method is easily implemented and can provide time and frequency domain solutions to this class of problems. The closed form response of structures with fixed and free boundary conditions has been previously analyzed [1, 2, 3] . These analyses form the basis for many classical beam problems. Their self-adjoint operators are discretized using mutually orthogonal modes to produce models of structural dynamic response. These models, however, admit only standing waves into the response and do not consider viscous damping at the boundary.
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Recently, a number of papers have appeared that model different effects in beams, such as compressive axial loads [4, 5] , elastic foundations [6] , and the coupling between flexural and torsional modes to axial loads [7] . These papers, which use a variety of analytical techniques to solve for the structural response of a beam, do not consider viscous dissipation at the boundary.
Although the structural response of a beam with a viscous damper can be determined using finite element analysis [8, 9] This paper develops a closed form series solution for the axial wave equation with a fixed boundary condition at one end and a viscously damped boundary condition at the other. The addition of a damper to the boundary allows propagating and standing waves to exist in the structure simultaneously. The system model produces a differential operator that is nonself-adjoint and corresponding eigenfunctions that are not mutually orthogonal.
By redefinition of the problem on another interval, the space and time modes will decouple and a closed form series solution can be found. The boundary at x = 0 is fixed and can be expressed as
The boundary condition at x = L is obtained by matching the strain energy of the beam to the viscous dissipative force in the damper. This can be expressed as TR 10,017
where c is the viscous damping coefficient (Ns/m). When c is equal to zero (or infinity), the boundary at x = L reflects all the wave energy, and the system response is composed only of standing waves. When c is equal to A..-E, the boundary at x = L absorbs all the wave energy, and the system response is composed only of propagating waves. All other values of c exhibit some combination of standing and propagating wave energy in their response. (2) and (3)). Separation of variables assumes that the independent variable can be written as a product of two functions: one in the time domain and one in the spatial domain. This form is
TR 10,017
Equation (4) is now substituted into the homogeneous version of equation (1), which produces the following ordinary differential equations:
where X is the complex-valued separation constant.
The general solution to equation (5) is
Xd-t
The fixed boundary condition (equation (2)), is now applied to the spatial ordinary differential (equation (5)) which gives
Applying the viscous boundary condition (equation (3)) to equations (7) and (8) 
where i is the square root of-1. The real part of the separation constant is associated with the propagating wave energy, and the imaginary part of the separation constant is associated with the standing wave energy. The eigenvalues of the system are the separation constants multiplied by the wave speed, TR 10,017
where An has units of rad/s. A plot of the eigenvalue location in the complex plane is shown in Figure 2 . The eigenvalues are equally spaced and parallel to the real axis. Once the indexed separation constant is determined, the spatial eigenfunctions can be defined by inserting equation (9) into equation (8), which gives
A typical eigenfunction (n = 2) is shown in Figure 3 
n=-oo where the bn(t)'s are the generalized coordinates and the 9Pn(X)'S are the spatial eigenfunctions. Derivation of an inner product that decouples the time and space modes requires the time derivative (velocity) of the particle displacement to be written in two different forms. The first form is the derivative of equation (12) and yields
n=-00
where the dot over b denotes the time derivative of the fuaction. The second, developed by using equations (7) and (4), is written as 
nf-oo
The assumption is now made that differentiation will distribute over the summation.
Decoupled space and time modes will validate this assumption. The forced wave equation (1) is rewritten with the above equations. The second partial time derivative is found from the time derivative of equation (14), and the second partial spatial derivative is found from the second spatial derivative of equation (13). Inserting these derivatives into equation (1) (20) becoming
pA Equations (21) and (22) can be equated (for n = m) to form ordinary differential equations for the generalized coordinates bn as
An explicit solution to equation (23) cannot be found until a time-dependent forcing function has been specified.
The initial conditions of the generalized coordinates can be determined from the initial conditions of the beam. This equation is TR 10,017
where -u(x,0) is the initial strain energy in the beam (dimensionless) and -(x,0) is the initial velocity of the beam (m/s). The formulation of equation (24) is presented in the appendix.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
A frequency domain solution to equation (23) 
